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Abstract
Rapid air travel across several time zones exposes the traveller to a shift in his/her internal biological clock. The result is a transient desynchronisation of the circadian rhythm, called jet lag, lasting until the rhythm is rephased to the new environmental conditions. The most commonly experienced symptoms are sleep disorders, difficulties with concentrating, irritability, depression, fatigue, disorientation, loss of appetite, and gastrointestinal disturbance. Apart from the decrements in mental and physical performance directly consequent on such symptoms, competitive athletes are also exposed to the additional negative consequences of a shift from the optimal circadian window of performance. A brief summary of the possible negative effects of jet lag on athletic performance and potentially alleviating strategies is given.
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Chronobiology can be defined as the study of rhythmic patterns in biological phenomena. Oscillatory fluctuations, called biological rhythms, occur in cells, tissues, organs, and more complex control systems. They are endogenous, arise within the organism, and persist under constant environmental conditions. Although they may show a wide range of periods, circadian rhythms (from the Latin circa diem meaning about 24 hours) are the most extensively investigated. Rhythms are not imposed by the environment, but can be adjusted by exogenous synchronising cues—for example, alternation of light and dark. However, the night–day cycle has progressively lost some of its importance because of the invention of artificial light, which allows work by night. Together with shift work, the most important cause of internal desynchronisation is the rapid crossing of several time zones, called jet lag. Travel across several time zones has become a necessity for international sport competitors, with possible impairments of performance until adjustment to the local time is achieved.

Both the 1998 winter and 2000 summer Olympic Games (scheduled to take place in respectively Japan and Australia) will require the crossing of several time zones, especially for European teams, and chronobiology may be a useful tool for defining the optimal time for training and competing, thereby increasing personal performance and alleviating possible jet lag induced disturbances. While waiting for the final results of the JAP study, a project targeted at the Nagano 1998 winter Olympic Games, the aim of this paper is to review briefly current knowledge on the possible effects of jet lag on physical performance in athletes and potentially alleviating strategies.

Jet lag
Rapid air travel across several time zones exposes the traveller to a shift in the internal biological clock. The result is a transient desynchronisation of rhythm, lasting until the biological rhythms adjust to the new environmental conditions. The subjective symptoms usually associated include sleep disorders, difficulties with concentrating, irritability, depression, disorientation, distorted estimation of time, space, and distance, lightheadedness, loss of appetite, and gastrointestinal disturbances. Air crews report sleep disturbances in about 60–70% of cases on the first night after crossing a time zone, which is reduced to 30% on the third day; loss of sleep amounts to as much as five or six hours per night flight. Moreover, female flight attendants experience more irregular menstrual cycles. It is well known that westward flights (characterised by a phase delay) are followed by faster recovery and resynchronisation than eastward flights (phase advance), and sleep quality decreases particularly after eastward flights. Klein and Wegmann calculated that three days were needed to resynchronise psychomotor performance rhythms after a westward flight from Germany to the United States, whereas eight days were required for the reverse direction. After a time zone crossing of several hours you can recover day by day. After a westward flight the mean re-entrainment shift rate is about 92/ min/day, and only 57/min/day after eastward flights. However, there is a considerable variation in the rate of readaptation between individuals for a given rhythm and between rhythms in a given individual. About 30% of transmeridian travellers have little or no
difficulty adjusting to the temporary circadian desynchronisation and are asymptomatic, but another 30% do not adjust well at all.10 Symptoms are commonly reported during the 48 hours immediately after a flight, and the more time zones that have been traversed, the longer is the period of recovery, although the relationship is not linear.10 Individual factors associated with widely differing rates of rhythmic readaptation are: direction of flight, synchroniser strength, rhythm stability, personality chronotype, rhythm amplitude, behavioural traits, and sleep habits.10 Thus, for example, evening type people are less sensitive than morning types, subjects with low amplitudes in body temperature seem to be less resistant to phase shift than individuals with large circadian amplitudes,11 and older travelers suffer more than younger ones.11 It has also been reported that re-entrainment after trans-meridian flights is more rapid in summer than in winter, possibly because the longer day permits greater exposure to natural daylight.12

Jet lag and athletic performance

Some aspects of chronobiology are important to physical performance—for example, the normal cyclic variation observed in the physiological mechanisms that contribute to overall athletic performance, the effect of abnormal rhythmicity or desynchronisation on athletic performance, and the alleviating counter measures.

HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AT REST

Body temperature

Body temperature starts to rise before waking, reaches a peak at about 1800 hours, then falls during sleep, with a nadir at around 0400 hours; an amplitude of 0.4–0.5°C is seen in young adults.13 The circadian rhythm of body temperature is mainly the result of fluctuations in heat loss mechanisms rather than heat production,14 maybe with the intervention of noradrenergic peaks.14

Heart rate, blood pressure, and ventilation

Heart rate oscillates during the day, with a peak at around 1500 hours and an amplitude of 5–15%.15 An analogous pattern is demonstrable for stroke volume, cardiac output, blood flow, and blood pressure.16 Both heart rate and blood pressure are greatly influenced by exogenous factors, such as sleep, posture, diet, and activity,17 although it has been shown that the temporal organisation of blood pressure is mainly controlled by neuroendocrine mechanisms, coupled to either sleep or an endogenous pacemaker which is usually predominantly (although not solely) circadian.18

Gastrointestinal and urinary function

Circadian rhythms are associated with several gastrointestinal functions—for example, motility patterns, enzyme activity, and acid secretion.19 Gastric emptying rates, for example, are over 50% slower for evening than morning meals.20 As for urinary function, urinary electrolytes show an afternoon peak,21 and urinary pH is lower during sleep, and higher in the morning.22

Chronotype

An important factor in personality “chronotype”—that is, whether one is a morning person (“lark”), who gets up and goes to bed early, or an evening person (“owl”), who wakes up and retires late. There is a difference of about 65 minutes in the peaks of body temperature rhythm between morning and evening types, and morning types secrete significantly more adrenaline in the morning than do evening types. Furthermore, the timing of mood and activity rhythms differs by several hours between distinct morning and evening types.21

CIRCADIAN VARIATIONS IN SPORTS PERFORMANCE

Interested readers should read the excellent recent review by Atkinson and Reilly.24 We report here a few briefly summarised data from it. Although considerations such as environmental influences, temperature, meteorological conditions, and scheduled times of events make generalisation difficult, most components of sports performance exhibit a rhythmic variation during the day, with a peak in the early evening. This time of day is characterised by peaks in reaction time,22 isometric hand grip strength,20 elbow flexion strength,20 back strength,20 total work performed in high intensity constant work rate exercise,29 and lactate production,20 and lowest levels of joint stiffness20 and pain perception.20 When subjects are free to choose their submaximal work rate during exercise of less than 40 minutes duration, higher work rates are achieved in the early evening without any change in the perception of effort.33 Moreover, in young adults, the mean work rate over 80 minutes of exercise was found to be higher in the afternoon than in the morning.33 Improvements in muscle strength after training sessions scheduled in the evening have been found to be 20% higher than those after training carried out in the morning.33 Long term memory recall, in which data must be retained for one week or longer, is 8% greater when the material is presented at 1500 hours than at 0900 hours.36 The implications are important for the timing of coaching instructions and strategy, since the 8% difference in memory retention is similar to the performance decrement induced when sleep is restricted to three hours. When individual differences in performances were controlled for, a significant early evening peak was found for length of jump47 and vertical jumping performance.48 Swimming performance shows an evening peak too,49 having rhythm amplitudes of 11 to 14% of the 24 hour mean values. The circadian variation in swimming performance is greater than the effect of obtaining only three hours of sleep for each of three successive nights.48 It has to be stressed that there is an inverse relation between speed and accuracy in a simple repetitive test,6 with accuracy being worse in the early evening. Remembering that other aspects of performance—for example, mental arithmetic and short term memory—peak in the early morning rather than evening hours,50 it is possible that times of day other than evening may be better for sports that demand accuracy, for competitive strategies, and for delivery and recall of coaching instructions.
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Recht and co-workers.46 They analysed records of athletes, because of the masking of negative performance.45 Jet lag may cause a shift in the circadian peak window. It has been reported that the performances of travelling American football teams depend on how closely the game time corresponds to the usual afternoon peaks in performance.45 West coast teams, in fact, appear to be at an advantage over East and Central teams for night games.

Although it is somewhat difficult to investigate the negative effects of jet lag in competitive athletes, because of the masking of negative effects of stress, fatigue caused by the flight itself, and the forced situation of competing in a “different” environment, a very interesting contribution has been recently provided by Recht and co-workers.46 They analysed records for three complete seasons (1991–1993) of the 19 North American major league baseball teams based in cities of the Eastern and Pacific time zones. These teams had significantly more victories when playing at home than away (54% vs 46%), and it was found that the probability of winning depended on whether the visiting team had just travelled eastward. The home team could, in fact, expect to score 1.24 more runs than usual when the visitors had just completed an eastward journey. The authors concluded that, although there are many factors, one critical component of the “home field” advantage involved previous transcontinental travel by the visiting team within the preceding two days, but only in the case of an eastward direction. In accordance with such results, previous studies on a series of surveys on the scores of international games held in Japan and their relation to the length of stay of the visiting team47 showed an increase in performance level (as judged by the outcome of their matches) in parallel with adjustment to the new time zone.

A recent study by Reilly et al48 showed that, in British Olympic squad members, several performance measures—for example, leg and back strength, choice reaction time, and subjective jet lag symptoms—were impaired for five days after a trip from the United Kingdom to Florida. The first to be re-established was the sleep-wake cycle, then body temperature and absence of jet lag symptoms before the complete normalisation of performance measures rhythms.
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three hours on awakening in the morning for three days. No differences were found between the group means for any sleep measure, but exposure to bright light early in the morning appeared to facilitate the consolidation of sleep into a single night-time episode. In the latter, four subjects were polysomnographically recorded before and after a flight from Tokyo to San Francisco (eight hour advance). In San Francisco, the subjects were requested to go bed at 2300 hours and wake up by 1000 hours and were exposed for three consecutive days to either bright (>3000 lux) or dim (<500 lux) light for three hours starting at 1100 hours (0300 hours Tokyo time). The bright light treatment seemed to be effective in accelerating circadian re-entrainment. However, the sample population of these studies is small, and the Consensus Report for Light Treatment for Sleep Disorders concluded that “much remains to be learned before procedures can be developed that are at once effective, reliable, and practical. For this to happen, optimal combinations of several light exposure parameters must be first defined and tailored to specific flight situations”.

Chronobiotic drugs
Chronobiotic drugs are drugs that specifically affect some aspect of biological time structure, but they must be administered at the right time of the day. In the last few years, several putative chronobiotic drugs have been evaluated—for example, barbiturates, short acting benzodiazepines, serotonin-depleting agents, and corticosteroids, with unsatisfactory or inconclusive results. The pineal hormone melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine) is a very interesting chronomodulating substance. It is normally secreted at night, and in animals serves to transmit information about the light/dark cycle to the body. However, melatonin acts in a highly pleiotropic fashion, also eliciting secondary humoral immunological responses—for example, via interleukin-4 and other cytokines, or acting as a powerful radical scavenger. The first reported administration of melatonin induced a mild sedative effect, which was initially considered to be a pharmacological side effect. In fact, the hypnotic effect of melatonin is considered to be an integral part of its physiological action. In an early study using polysomnography, intravenous infusion of melatonin before bedtime was associated with significantly increased sedation, reduced psychomotor activity, and shortened sleep onset latency. A recent study on healthy volunteers provided further evidence that nocturnal melatonin secretion may be involved in sleep onset and that exogenous melatonin may be useful in treating insomnia. Low oral doses of melatonin, just enough to increase serum melatonin concentrations to levels normally occurring at night, produce hypnotic effects when given in the evening. Moreover, in humans, melatonin is likely to be an effective hypnotic agent to combat sleep disruption associated with elevated temperature due to low circulating melatonin levels, and it may also improve sleep disruption caused by drugs that interfere with melatonin production—for example, β-blockers and benzodiazepines. Melatonin has been utilised for treatment of jet lag induced rhythm disturbances. In an early study reporting its use in transmeridian travellers, Arendt et al administered melatonin to 17 subjects over a period of 14 days after a westward flight from London to San Francisco. Compared with placebo, melatonin significantly reduced the negative feelings of jet lag and increased subjective alertness. Moreover, treated subjects also reported significantly reduced sleep onset latency and improved sleep quality, and endogenous melatonin and cortisol rhythms resynchronised more rapidly than in those consuming a placebo. In another study, 20 volunteers with experience in transcontinental flights were pretreated with melatonin (5 mg, orally) for three days before the flight, during the flight, and for three days after arrival at their destination. The subjects pretreated with melatonin, compared with those taking placebo, reported significantly reduced feelings of jet lag and less time to establish a normal sleep pattern, reaching a “normal energy level” earlier than the controls and reporting lower levels of tiredness during the day. A controlled double blind trial with melatonin was performed in healthy volunteers flying between North America and France selected for their sensitivity to eastward jet lag. The protocol was simple, since one daily capsule of melatonin was administered on the day of return and the three consecutive evenings thereafter. A significant difference in self rating for global treatment efficacy, morning fatigue, and evening sleepiness was found in the melatonin compared with placebo group. Another study investigated the efficacy of oral melatonin in alleviating jet lag in a flight crew after a series of international flights and the optimal time for its consumption; it was shown that benefits are especially likely to occur when melatonin is consumed after arrival. Subjects taking melatonin for five days at home after the return flight showed a more rapid recovery of energy and alertness than those taking melatonin from one day before departure. It has been reported that the amount and the direction of the phase shift depends on the time of melatonin ingestion: evening administration advances the body clock and morning administration delays it.

Conclusions
Competitive athletes from many sport disciplines are nowadays, as never before, earning considerable sums of money by taking part in worldwide competitions. A growing series of events—for example, tournaments, international meetings, world series, world cup challenges, sponsored trophies—have greatly lengthened the competitive season. Only a few years ago, worldwide competitions were limited to the Olympic Games, World Championships and a few other “top events”. Thus athletes are now required to travel rapidly all over the world, with no allowance for any “synchronisation” other than television network schedules. Both the next winter and summer Olympic Games
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(scheduled to take place in Japan and Australia respectively) will require the crossing of several time zones, especially by European teams.

As well as measures for alleviating jet lag in athletes, preadaptation (because of social and behavioural constraints) is hardly practicable and also ineffective, and adaptation at the place of competition requires time and money. Appropriate timing and composition of meals may be useful for accelerating the adaptation of circadian rhythms to the timing of environmental synchronisers at the athlete’s destination, although limitations set by commercial airlines and/or restrictions of the training diet have to be considered. Phototherapy is undoubtedly of interest, but still far too broad a practical standardisation. Probably, in the future, the combined use of bright light and melatonin ingestion will give satisfactory results, although further exhaustive studies specifically targeted to competitive athletes are needed. Although melatonin is not licensed for use in Europe, it is freely available in the United States in varying grades of purity, and most frequent flyers and/or top athletes regularly consume it. Unfortunately, the dosage and timing is not always correct, and it should be stressed that the hypnotic action of melatonin may have apparent consequences on athletic performance.

Thus it is advisable to consult specialists for personalised administration schedules.
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